One-Year Outcome Study of Anatomic Reconstruction of Lesser Metatarsophalangeal Joints.
Background: Lesser metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ) and plantar plate pathologies are commonly seen forefoot conditions. Traditional rebalancing techniques are commonly used but can have concerning adverse effects. The purpose of this study was to analyze the 1-year outcomes of a new technique consisting of anatomic repair of the plantar plate and collateral ligaments involving lesser MTPJs. Methodology: A retrospective cohort study of 50 consecutive patients treated with anatomic plantar plate and collateral ligament reconstruction were evaluated for lesser MTPJ imbalances between 2013 and 2016. The primary outcome was postoperative digital stability defined as a normal dorsal drawer test and normal paper pull-out test. Secondary outcomes included pre- and postoperative visual analogue scale pain measurements, MTPJ radiographic alignment, and ACFAS Forefoot module scores. Results: All patients had digital instability prior to the surgical intervention. Final follow-up revealed that 92% of patients showed improved digital stability, P = .0005. Multivariate regression found statistically significant improvement in pain reduction via the visual analogue scale of 51.2 mm (P < .0001) and ACFAS Forefoot module scores improved to 92 (P < .0001). The 45 joints with preoperative abnormal transverse plane deformity, had either complete (n = 29) or partial (n = 16) radiographic MTPJ correction. Conclusion: These results suggest that anatomic repair of lesser MTPJ improved digital stability, pain, function and radiographic alignment with greater than one year of follow-up. Levels of Evidence: Level IV: Retrospective cohort study.